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FUJICOLOR SUPERIA X-TRA 400

Here's a 400-speed film with the grain and
resolving power of a 100-speed film: RMS
4, and 125/50 lpm. Superia X-TRA 400
incorporates Fuji's Fourth Color Layer
technology, with a cyan-sensitive emulsion
layer for extremely accurate color rendition
under a wide variety of light sources
(including tricky fluorescents). It's amazingly
sharp and fine-grained for an ISO 400 film,
produces beautiful colors and skin tones,
and performs equally well in ambient light
and with electronic flash. It's a great
combination of high speed and excellent
image quality. Photo by Ron Leach

KODAK PROFESSIONAL PORTRA
400VC

Our favorite member of Kodak's new
family of professional portrait films, this
terrific available-light portrait emulsion
has it all: speed, fine grain, beautiful
skin tones, wide exposure latitude and a
little extra color punch for those drab
existing-light situations. And it handles

those hard-to-reproduce colors very well—a purple dress and a purple
flower might look the same to the eye, but they'll often photograph
differently. With Portra 400VC (and its normal-color brother, Portra 400NC,
and their slower counterparts, Portra 160NC and VC, and the new Portra
800), the colors will appear in the photo much as they did to the eye. Photo
by Lynne Eodice

KODAK PROFESSIONAL SUPRA 400

Kodak's new Supra line replaces the
Ektapress films long popular with
photojournalists and other working pro
photographers. The new films feature
finer grain, greater sharpness, and
better color—making them truly
excellent films. We especially like
Professional Supra 400, for its

amazingly fine grain (its Print Grain Index rating of 36 is noticeably better
than the 41 rating of Portra 400NC and Royal Gold 400, Kodak's next-
finest-grained ISO 400 color-print films) and its versatility: it's great for
people, nature, action, products, and just about anything when you need
great color and image quality plus added film speed (its normal speed is
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400, but it can be pushed to EI 800 with good results). Photo by Ron Leach
FUJICOLOR SUPERIA X-TRA 800

Fuji's 800-speed consumer film has
been one of our favorites since its
introduction as Fujicolor Super G 800
back in 1993. In its current incarnation
as Superia X-TRA 800, it's even better
than the eye-boggling original—an ISO
800 film that produces image quality

darned near as good as that of the best ISO 400 films. We love this film for
hand-held shooting with supertelephoto lenses as well as for existing-light
action shooting. It also works very well with electronic flash, and can be
pushed to EI 1600 when you need more speed. (Note: Fuji's NHG II 800
Professional, with its Reala-based fourth emulsion layer for realistic colors
under a variety of lighting sources, is optimized for wedding and portrait
photography, and a better choice for those specific duties, but for all-around
shooting, we love X-TRA 800.) Photo by Ron Leach

KODAK MAX ZOOM 800

The "Zoom" in the name means this
film was designed for use with point-
and-shoot zoom cameras, whose very
slow maximum apertures at the longer
focal lengths mean blur-inducing slow
shutter speeds unless you use a fast
film. A fast ISO 800 film minimizes this
problem by causing the camera to use
faster shutter speeds. But Max Zoom

800 is an excellent ISO 800 film for serious photographers, too—it's actually
a little finer-grained than Kodak's new pro 800-speed films (Portra and
Supra), very sharp, and produces beautiful colors. Photo by Jack and Sue
Drafahl

 

 
 Photo Processing Services

 Professional Lab w/ Highest Quality Fast Shipping and Low Prices
NationsPhotoLab.com

 
 filmoutput

 High Quality Positive-Negatives No Rush Charges
www.FilmOutput.com

 
 E6, C41 and B&W Film

 Professional Processing / Printing Digital and Fine Art Services.
www.iconla.com

 
 Ambient Plus Photo Studio

 Urban Industrial, Full Daylight, 10K Sq Ft, Huge Cyc Wall, Hardwoods
www.ambientplusstudio.com

 
 SUBOXONE® Sublingual Film

 (buprenorphine and naloxone) CIII: Is here: learn how it's different
SUBOXONE.com

 

 
 

 
 Kodak Film - Sale Now

 Buy Retail at Wholesale prices Huge Selection and Free Shipping
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